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Címke

CÉLNYELVI MÉRÉS
2017. május 31.

8. évfolyam 
ANGOL nyelv

Általános tudnivalók a feladatokhoz

Ez a füzet idegen nyelvi feladatokat tartalmaz. A füzetben az utasítások is idegen 
nyelven szerepelnek. A feladatsor három részből áll; először 2 hallott szöveg 
értése,  aztá n 2 olvasott szöveg értése, végül 2 íráskészség feladatot kell meg-
oldanod.

Az egyes részek végét Állj! tábla jelöli. Ha ilyenhez érkezel, ne lapozz tovább, 
amíg arra fel nem szólítanak! A korábbi részekhez ne lapozz vissza akkor sem, 
ha esetleg nem végeztél minden feladattal a megadott idő alatt!

Az 1. és 2. részben mindegyik feladat tartalmaz egy példát, amit szürkével je-
löltünk. Az 1. és 2. részben mindegyik feladathoz tartozik egy táblázat. Bárhova 
írhatsz, miközben gondolkodsz a feladatokon, de végül a megoldásokat ezekbe 
a táblázatokba kell beírnod úgy, hogy minden cellába egy betű kerüljön. Ha a 
helyes válaszban nem vagy biztos, akkor az általad legjobbnak gondolt választ 
írd be!

Figyelmesen olvasd el a feladatok utasításait! Tollal dolgozz, és ügyelj a kül alakra! 
Ha javítani szeretnéd a válaszodat, akkor húzd át, és írd mellé a jó választ!

Jó munkát kívánunk!
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1. rész 
Hallott szöveg értése

Most a hallott szöveg értése feladatsor következik. Két feladatot kell megoldanod. Az 
egyes feladatokhoz tartozó szövegeket kétszer hallgathatod meg.

Task 1 
Captain Abrahams

Listen to an interview with Captain Abrahams. As you listen, choose the correct answer 
(A, B or C). Write your answers in the boxes. There is an example (0) at the beginning. 
Now read the sentences. You have 90 seconds.

0 The Captain travelled ...
A with two of his friends.
B in the month of March.
C by car across the Alps.

1 They travelled ...
A in every possible way.
B by motorbikes.
C alone with no help.

2 They began their trip ...
A in a shipyard in England.
B from a campsite in Italy.
C in a town in Southern Italy.

3 They transported ...
A all the things they needed.
B only their clothes and a tent.
C a lot of food in their backpacks.

4 On Day 1 they ...
A had a lot of rain and wind.
B travelled 69 kilometres.
C arrived in a small town.
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5 They arrived in Lyon ...
A through the highest pass.
B on their fourth day.
C in the middle of the night.

6  Riding through the hardest part ...
A took them eight days.
B lasted a very long time.
C was really dangerous.

7 On their worst day Jack ...
A broke his arm.
B had a leg injury.
C fell off a large rock.

8 Because of the accident they ...
A had to slow down.
B went to a hospital.
C could not ride their bikes.

9 To reach the town of Lassy ...
A was not a happy event.
B was very easy and fast.
C they rode for two days.

10 At the end of the journey they ...
A took a ferry back to Britain.
B could not meet their relatives.
C had very bad weather.

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A
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Task 2 
Match the title

You will hear short news. Listen and decide which title belongs to the news. Choose 
the right title from the list (A to M). Write your answers in the boxes. There are 2 titles 
you will not need. There is an example (0) at the beginning.

Now read the list of titles. You have 30 seconds.

A A tiring habit

B Dead animals

C Force of nature 

D Sweet dreams

E An interesting place to live

F A practical invention

G An interesting job

H A long-serving monarch

I Great waves for surfing

J Talented young people

K Great tourist attraction

L A lucky person

M Runaway machine

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J
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Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez, amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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2. rész 
Olvasott szöveg értése

Task 3 
How to help others?

Read the volunteering tips. Match the tips (1–10) with the headings (A – N). Write your 
answers in the boxes. There are 2 headings you will not need. 

There is an example (0) at the beginning.

0 Regularly visit a “grandfriend” at a nursing home, or in the neighbourhood. Play card 

games, do crafts together, teach each other new skills, make up stories, exchange 

advice, and build a warm connection.

1 Volunteer to deliver Meals on Wheels, perfect for those who have trouble getting 

around, for elderly, parent and young children.

2 Grow vegetables and offer extra produce to people who don’t have space to garden, to 

new parents who don’t have time to garden, to a hunger centre.

3 Pick up litter in your neighbourhood or wildlife area. It’s safest to do this wearing 

gloves and using a pick up tool. Put each piece of trash in a box or garbage bag, then 

recycle or throw away when you’re done.

4 Rake leaves, pick up sticks, plant flowers or mow the lawn for someone in your 

neighbourhood who needs help.

5 Serve as a welcoming friend for foreign students who could use help navigating 

unfamiliar streets and who need assistance learning the customs that aren’t in any 

handbook.

6 Make toys for animals in shelters or use old blankets and pillows to make pet beds 

for shelters. Ask if you can volunteer to walk dogs. Raise funds to buy food and other 

items the shelter needs.

7 Elderly people sometimes feel lonely and depressed. Offer a caring ear and have a 

friendly chat with an old adult.
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8 Gifts are about hope and love. Donate a small gift in a homemade box for someone in 

need so the joy of the Christmas holiday season can extend throughout the year.

9 As a family or with a group of kids, develop a program to present at a nearby library, 

daycare, nursing home or community center. It might be a puppet show or a play. 

10 Serve on your local library’s teen advisory board. Interact with other readers; give 

advice to library staff on books, programs, and services.

A A real connection

B Mobile lunch 

C Coats for kids

D Clean environment

E Conversation services

F Fresh food project

G Help rescue organizations

H Work in a neighbour’s garden 

I Help someone study

K Presents for an unknown person

L Stage performances

M Recommend good reads

N Unofficial guides

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A
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Task 4 
Friendship

Read the following article about friendship. Some words are missing. Choose the best 
word (A, B or C) for each gap (1–10). Write your answers in the boxes. There is an 
example (0) at the beginning.

Friends: How to Make, Keep, or Leave Them

Maybe you have 571 friends on Facebook, but do you have close friends you want to hang out 
with? A few special friends you can tell nearly anything? It’s important for all of us to have 
good friends and to know how to end friendships that aren’t working anymore. 

Find the Right Match

You want to find someone who’s as much like you, in terms of what you like to do and what you 
think about things. What are their   0   and feelings about life, politics, other kids, and 
themselves? Look for friends who like to do what you like to do.

Beware the Popular Kids

Hanging out with the popular kids isn’t always so cool. It’s usually difficult to break that inner 
circle, and you may not get the   1   friendships you want.

Very often, the kids who are popular make the worst friends. Since they’re trying to keep their 
status in the hierarchy, they are not always   2  . You should be careful about telling them 
your secrets or providing them with   3   that shows your weaknesses.”

For Closeness, Go for a Close Schedule

This may sound harsh, but you probably won’t stay close friends with someone if they go to a 
different school, or you never have classes   4  .  You’ll grow apart, and then find a new 
friend in a new class or club. And that’s healthy. Just think how   5   you would be if you 
never saw your good friends except on the weekend.

How to Nurture New Friendships

Once you’ve found someone you want to be friends with, help the friendship grow with these 
three tips. 

• Be patient. Experts say friendships should develop   6   in order to last.

• Be   7  . Make time to do things with your new friend to help the friendship grow.

• Don’t seem needy. A needy new friend can seem pressing and demanding, which is a huge 
turnoff.
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How to   8   a Friendship You’ve Outgrown

It’s natural for friendships to come and go as you change and learn more about   9  . 
If it’s time to move on, let your friendship drift apart gradually, rather than fighting. 

You can downgrade the friendship by spending less time with the person. This can be difficult 
if the decision is one-sided, but it’s important not to   10   or blame the other person. 
You have to think about how it will affect other friendships you share. When you break up with 
someone, there’s no going back.

 

0 A thoughts B hopes C instructions

1 A painful B fearful C meaningful

2 A reliable B comfortable C replaceable

3 A information B food C money

4 A  outside B alone C together

5 A hopeful B rich C miserable

6 A terribly B slowly C urgently

7 A silent B jealous C available

8 A remember B end C develop

9 A us B yourself C itself  

10 A hurt B motivate C respect

Write your answers here.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

A

Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez, amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!

Állj!
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3. rész 
Íráskészség

Task 5 
Great Reads

Join the ’Great Reads’ forum on your school’s website and recommend a book you 
like. Write a post (100–150 words) and include the following:

• What book do you recommend? 
• What is the book about and who are the main characters?
• Why do you think it is a good book?
• Who do you think should read it?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont
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Task 6 
Summer camp

Read the advertisement below.

You are interested in attending this camp. Write an email (100–150 words) and include 
the following:

• Introduce yourself (name, age, country, school).
• Where and how long have you learnt English?
• Why would you like to go to this camp?
• What activities do you want to take part in and why?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A javító tanár tölti ki: Kommunikatív cél Szókincs Nyelvhelyesség

0–4 pont 0–3 pont 0–3 pont

International Summer Camp UK – Camp Cooper
Summer Camp in Scotland for ages 7 – 17
New Activities, New Friendships, New Experiences.

Plan your perfect summer with a choice of activities 
including English Language, Outdoor Adventure, 
Golf, Sports, Drama, Film Making, Art & Dance!
• Send email
• Visit website



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A szövegek és képek forrásai:
http://kiwikidsnews.co.nz/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/section/weird-news
https://lauragraceweldon.com/2013/06/27/40-ways-kids-can-volunteer-toddler-to-teen/
http://teens.webmd.com/features/friendships-make-keep-leave-them
http://www.pakemanprimary.co.uk/blog/great-reads-2/


